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QUESTION 1

You recently designed and built a custom neural network that uses critical dependencies specific to your organization\\'s
framework. You need to train the model using a managed training service on Google Cloud. However, the ML
framework and related dependencies are not supported by AI Platform Training. Also, both your model and your data
are too large to fit in memory on a single machine. Your ML framework of choice uses the scheduler, workers, and
servers distribution structure. What should you do? 

A. Use a built-in model available on AI Platform Training. 

B. Build your custom container to run jobs on AI Platform Training. 

C. Build your custom containers to run distributed training jobs on AI Platform Training. 

D. Reconfigure your code to a ML framework with dependencies that are supported by AI Platform Training. 

Correct Answer: C 

By running your machine learning (ML) training job in a custom container, you can use ML frameworks, non-ML
dependencies, libraries, and binaries that are not otherwise supported on Vertex AI. 

Model and your data are too large to fit in memory on a single machine hence distributed training jobs. 

https://cloud.google.com/vertex-ai/docs/training/containers-overview 

 

QUESTION 2

You work for a global footwear retailer and need to predict when an item will be out of stock based on historical
inventory data Customer behavior is highly dynamic since footwear demand is influenced by many different factors. You
want to serve models that are trained on all available data, but track your performance on specific subsets of data
before pushing to production. What is the most streamlined and reliable way to perform this validation? 

A. Use then TFX ModelValidator tools to specify performance metrics for production readiness. 

B. Use k-fold cross-validation as a validation strategy to ensure that your model is ready for production. 

C. Use the last relevant week of data as a validation set to ensure that your model is performing accurately on current
data. 

D. Use the entire dataset and treat the area under the receiver operating characteristics curve (AUC ROC) as the main
metric. 

Correct Answer: C 

https://cloud.google.com/learn/what-is-time-series 

 

QUESTION 3

Your team is working on an NLP research project to predict political affiliation of authors based on articles they have
written. You have a large training dataset that is structured like this: 
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You followed the standard 80%-10%-10% data distribution across the training, testing, and evaluation subsets. How
should you distribute the training examples across the train-test-eval subsets while maintaining the 80-10-10
proportion? 

A. Distribute texts randomly across the train-test-eval subsets: Train set: [TextA1, TextB2, ...] Test set: [TextA2, TextC1,
TextD2, ...] Eval set: [TextB1, TextC2, TextD1, ...] 

B. Distribute authors randomly across the train-test-eval subsets: (*) Train set: [TextA1, TextA2, TextD1, TextD2, ...]
Test set: [TextB1, TextB2, ...] Eval set: [TexC1,TextC2 ...] 

C. Distribute sentences randomly across the train-test-eval subsets: Train set: [SentenceA11, SentenceA21,
SentenceB11, SentenceB21, SentenceC11, SentenceD21 ...] Test set: [SentenceA12, SentenceA22, SentenceB12,
SentenceC22, SentenceC12, SentenceD22 ...] Eval set: [SentenceA13, SentenceA23, SentenceB13, SentenceC23,
SentenceC13, SentenceD31 ...] 

D. Distribute paragraphs of texts (i.e., chunks of consecutive sentences) across the train-test-eval subsets: Train set:
[SentenceA11, SentenceA12, SentenceD11, SentenceD12 ...] Test set: [SentenceA13, SentenceB13, SentenceB21,
SentenceD23, SentenceC12, SentenceD13 ...] Eval set: [SentenceA11, SentenceA22, SentenceB13, SentenceD22,
SentenceC23, SentenceD11 ...] 

Correct Answer: B 

https://developers.google.com/machine-learning/crash-course/18th-century-literature 

 

QUESTION 4

You are developing an ML model intended to classify whether X-ray images indicate bone fracture risk. You have
trained a ResNet architecture on Vertex AI using a TPU as an accelerator, however you are unsatisfied with the training
time and memory usage. You want to quickly iterate your training code but make minimal changes to the code. You also
want to minimize impact on the model\\'s accuracy. What should you do? 

A. Reduce the number of layers in the model architecture. 
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B. Reduce the global batch size from 1024 to 256. 

C. Reduce the dimensions of the images used in the model. 

D. Configure your model to use bfloat16 instead of float32. 

Correct Answer: D 

https://cloud.google.com/tpu/docs/bfloat16 

 

QUESTION 5

You are an ML engineer responsible for designing and implementing training pipelines for ML models. You need to
create an end-to-end training pipeline for a TensorFlow model. The TensorFlow model will be trained on several
terabytes of structured data. You need the pipeline to include data quality checks before training and model quality
checks after training but prior to deployment. You want to minimize development time and the need for infrastructure
maintenance. How should you build and orchestrate your training pipeline? 

A. Create the pipeline using Kubeflow Pipelines domain-specific language (DSL) and predefined Google Cloud
components. Orchestrate the pipeline using Vertex AI Pipelines. 

B. Create the pipeline using TensorFlow Extended (TFX) and standard TFX components. Orchestrate the pipeline using
Vertex AI Pipelines. 

C. Create the pipeline using Kubeflow Pipelines domain-specific language (DSL) and predefined Google Cloud
components. Orchestrate the pipeline using Kubeflow Pipelines deployed on Google Kubernetes Engine. 

D. Create the pipeline using TensorFlow Extended (TFX) and standard TFX components. Orchestrate the pipeline using
Kubeflow Pipelines deployed on Google Kubernetes Engine. 

Correct Answer: B 

https://cloud.google.com/vertex-ai/docs/pipelines/build-pipeline#sdk 
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